O N E
C H A P T E R

CO M MI TT ED
TO
BU I L DI NG
VA LU E
In 2014, Tatweer Misr was founded with an eye set onto the horizon. The company's remarkable
growth manifested in the formula of an integrated, luxurious lifestyle: delivering solutions that are
not only about building communities, but building value, worth, and quality of life as well.
Tatweer Misr responds to customer-centric insights, implementing a developmental approach to construction,
design and architecture, landscaping, and amenities, offering a full-value integrated lifestyle.

T W O
C H A P T E R

YO UR
FU T UR E
I N
MOSTAKBAL
CI T Y

Spanning across 11,000 acres, Mostakbal is a fully integrated city set to be the
soulful extension of New Cairo, offering solid infrastructure and expanses of lush
landscapes. The self-sustained city expands across 5 phases, dedicating 50% of
its total land area to green open spaces guarding homeowners from pollution and
making commuting and walking in the city equally pleasant.
The positioning of Mostakbal City sets it to be the upcoming economical hub of the
area, keeping homeowners near top-notch educational institutions in Egypt such as
The American University in Cairo as well as the bustling urban activities and venues
alongside Road 90.
Mostakbal City is destined to be a signature address to innovative elements of
lifestyles and a hub for economic, educational, entertainment, business, and
entrepreneurial prosperity.

T H R E E
C H A P T E R

I N T H E
HE A RT
O F
L I F E
Bloomfields is a haven, a destination, and a place for everyone. Bloomfields
is an integrated town within Mostakbal City surrounding you and your home
with all the necessary aspects for a beautiful, full-value lifestyle.
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Within New Cairo, Bloomfields is nestled between New Cairo's Golden Square and
Cairo's New Capital. Mostakbal City's strategic location manifests in its close proximity
to Al Ein Al Sokhna—just 45 minutes away—and Road 90's lively happenings. The
location of the city allows direct access to New Cairo Capital's fast train station and
international airport as well as the Middle and Regional Ring Roads.
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A WORLD
OF
OPTIONS
Efficiently utilizing the vast expanses of land, Bloomfields
consists of 3 interconnected plots; extending from the concept
of the Tree of Life, these plots offer different scopes of life for
the different tastes of homeowners within the overall thematic
comfort and luxury of Bloomfields' elements of lifestyle: The
Vues, innovative and breathtaking; the villas, surrounded by
verdant greenery; the Educational Zone and College Town,
for an educational, cultural, and dynamic life.

MASTERPLAN
A collaboration between Tatweer Misr, the world-renowned Italian architects Gianluca Peluffo and partners, and
the internationally acclaimed Egyptian architect Raef Fahmy, Bloomfields emerges as a self-sufficient city.
Inspired by the Tree of Life concept, The Vues is designed as a beating heart of life, saturated by an evergreen
theme eminent in gated residences, residential clusters, educational facilities, luxurious amenities, and verdant
greenery and calming water features placed within the entire town, interconnected with lively bridges.
The Vues is a manifesto of vibrance through its variety of leaf-shaped clusters,
merging peaceful elegance with privacy for all residents alike.

F O U R
C H A P T E R

LIFE WITH
A VU E
With vast open spaces, stretching landscapes of lavish greenery, and soothing water features meandering with every aspect
of life, The Vues creates panoramic landscapes that surround homeowners with all the elements of a comfortable lifestyle.

The Vues offers different residential solutions focusing on 2 integral aspects: comfortable luxury and breathtaking views. The Vues Clusters set you with sky-high views
and unique rooftop lifestyle and amenities. While The Vues Courtyards sets you within a bustling lifestyle with internal courtyards, bringing commercial and retail venues
right next to your home. The Vues Terraces place you in the center of a 360-degree
breathtaking panorama from any given point in your home.

AN EVERGREEN
LIFESTYLE

Drawing from Tatweer Misr's tenets, The Vues is not
just a place where you live, it is a place where your
life has a meaning, aspirations, and a future. You can
pick your home to be one of the signature-designed
homes by Mona Hussein Design House, from 1-bedroom
apartments to 3-bedroom luxurious apartments.
Whether in the Clusters, surrounded by the interconnected
lifestyle of the rooftop amenities; Courtyards, in the heart of
the vibrant life serviced by coffee shops and retail venues; or
the Terraces, right in the heart of a living panorama of greenery
and serenity, your home is set to be an amphitheater of awe.
The central park is an expanse of outdoor adventures for families
alongside the clubhouse, a natural part of the landscape.
Every given point in The Vues is a vantage point onto
beautiful landscapes of greenery and resplendent views

THE
CLUSTERS
The Vues Clusters offer a vibrant ecosystem of relaxed luxury, revealing the innovative concept
of rooftop amenities. The cascading design of the Clusters emphasizes the interconnected
rooftop amenities and lifestyle. Besides having a dedicated clubhouse for each building,
the clusters enjoy rejuvenating rooftop pools and breathtaking floating villas.

THE
C O U R T YA R D S
Drawing from Bloomfields evergreen concept, the Courtyards is a vibrant zone, placing you in
the verve of coffee shops, shopping and retail venues, fine-dining restaurants, and much more where
you get to enjoy all these features within the proximity of your home. The Vues Courtyards is a living
mosaic of soulful, energetic, and forever-young way of life.

THE
TE R R ACE S
The Vues Terraces put you in the heart of tranquil elegance. The glass facades of the Terraces allow
you a 360-degree view overlooking grand features of the district: the vast green spaces of the central
park expanding to 10 acres of lush landscapes and soothing lakes. Besides the lavish delight of
the park, the Terraces invites nature to be a part of your home with internal courtyards seamlessly
intertwining with luxury-in-simplicity interiors—your own space of comfort and joy.

F I V E
C H A P T E R

WELCOM E
TO T HE
G R E E N
LIFE
The elements of an integrated lifestyle are uprooted in The Vues masterplan, landscape,
interiors and exteriors, and every minuscule detail of the district.
Now you can move into your fully finished home overlooking the central park with its lush greenery and
meditative water lakes spanning across it. The clubhouse rises from the natural greenery and landscape
of the park, surrounded by pleasant vistas emphasized by glass facades and internal courtyards.

THE CENTRAL
PA R K :
A REFRESHING
OUTDOOR
EXPERIENCE
The 10-acre central park creates a buffer zone of respite where you can begin your morning with a brisk walk
through the jogging track, race the wind with your bike in the designated bike lanes, or spend some quality time
with your pets. Your weekends now invite fresh outdoor experiences whether going for a rejuvenating work out in
the outdoor gym and sports zone, throwing a BBQ party in the BBQ zone, or enjoying quality time with your little
ones in the playground, serviced by Wi-Fi coverage, lush greenery, and water features.

THE CLUBHOUSE:
SPROUTING FROM
T H E N AT U R A L
LANDSCAPE
Interwoven within the natural landscape of the central park, the clubhouse is dedicated for social activities and
events for you and your family and friends, the clubhouse offers a multitude of social and recreational activities where
you can spend time with your friends and family and enjoy and create invaluable cherished memories.

G L A S S FAC A D E S :
B R E AT H TA K I N G
360 -DEGREE VIEWS
Just when you thought that the magnificent landscape and natural views surrounding you could not
get any better, the effortless integration of glass facades complements the surroundings even more. The
interplay between the simple, sheer, and reflective design of the glass facades amplifies the domineering
serenity of The Vues, where the natural greenery is a constant part of your home.

OUTDOOR AND
INDOOR BEAUTIFUL
V I S TA S
The open, vast spaces of greenery and rejuvenating lakes spreading across the spacious acres of
The Vues spread to every direction. While the internal courtyards introduce the gentle touch of nature,
merging with the luxurious simplicity of the interiors: a tapestry of splendor; whether in your home or
outside, The Vues surrounds you with heavenly vistas in every corner of your life.

R E J U V E N AT I N G
W A T E R F E AT U R E S
With water starts life; meditate with the soothing rhythm of water fountains and streams flowing through the park and
surrounding, a rejuvenating essence constantly streaming through the landscape and healing through your soul.

YO U R
HOME IS
R E A DY
F O R YO U
For all the different tastes and needs, The Vues fully finished apartments cater to them all efficiently. Choose
Modernized Contemporary or Ultra-Modern interiors for your signature-designed home by Mona Hussein Design
house, ranging from 1-bedroom to 3-bedroom apartments.

MODERNIZED
CONTEMPOR ARY
Immerse in the clarity of Modernized Contemporary interiors where the smooth, clean surfaces declutter
the background, emphasizing a singular piece of vibrant furniture contrasting with character and trendy
colors and employing rich materials and luxurious woods–truly a riveting one-of-a-kind home.

U LT R A - M O D E R N
Revel in a home where functionality is key, featuring minimalistic shades of white, grey, and
black tones. The Ultra - Modern interiors utilize functional and low-impact furniture and materials,
such as wood and steel. Tempered-glass tabletops and reflective marbles merge with the ergonomic
design to illuminate your home with reflective radiance; bask in a home where less is more.

S I X
C H A P T E R

I T I S
T I ME TO
CO ME
H O M E

Your home in The Vues is rooted within an integrated, nurturing community with evergreen
prosperity for your present—and future, a place where you can call home.
Move into your home in The Vues and immerse yourself in the magnificent scenery and
exhilarating landscapes.
Welcome to Bloomfields; welcome home.
HEAD OFFICE

SALES OFFICES

20 Aisha Al Taimoria Street, Garden City
Beside Four Seasons Nile Plaza Hotel
Cairo, Egypt.
Tel: +202 27929892
Local Hotline: +202 16094

75 Road 90, 5th Settlement
New Cairo, Cairo, Egypt.
Postal Code: 11843
Tel: +202 28104505

www.tatweermisr.com

